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Off-campus
party plans
draw Admin
intervention

Revamped Quadstock draws crowd of 1,300

Joshua Lynch

Online Editor
The men were required to wear
shirtwith popped collars,
aviator sunglasses and flip-flops.
The women were supposed
to wear Pink brand sweats or
Abercrombie and Fitch clothing, with plenty of cell phones
on hand.
That's how the description ran
for the "douchebag party" that was
scheduled for Friday the 23rd—until its hosts received an e-mail from
Glen Butterworth, SJ, that is.
Butterworth, who heads Seattle
a collared

University's judicial system as an assistant to the dean ofstudents, wrote
in the e-mail that the online advertisement for the party, a Facebook
showed offensive
gender biases. The e-mail also said
that holding such a themed party
would be in violation of several
Student Code of Conduct policies,
according to JoeyYang, who created
the Facebook event and was one of
the party's hosts.
Yang, who finished his international business and marketing
degrees after winter quarter, is
waiting for commencement. The
"douchebag party" was a way for everyone to get together before graduation sent everyone their separate
ways, he said.
But after receiving the email, Yang and the party's other
hosts—not all ofwhom have graduated—canceled. Their primary concern: Butterworth said the Seattle
Police Department, the Department
of Public Safety and the Washington
State Liquor Control Board would
be notified if they followed through
with their plans.
"We were just trying to satirize
fiat parties and have fun, not have
another C—t Hunt," said another
host of the party, who asked to remain anonymous because they're
still a senior at Seattle U. "We didn't
want to get into trouble for it."
"Obviously, students—regardless of where they are —are
subject to the Code of Conduct,"
Butterworth said.
And for Jill Bletz and Gina
Corsiglia, who also
graduated this winter,
that includes them and
event invitation,

their

roommates, too.
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Co-headliners U.S.E. were crowd favorites at Saturday's Quadstock. The event attracted nearly three times as many students as last year.

Brittany Eddings
Volunteer Writer

music, food and many other forms
of entertainment.
The estimated 1,300 people who

Balmy temperatures and clear skies
brought life back to Quadstock this
past Saturday at Seattle University.
There were few complaints to be
heard as students enjoyed great

attended the event more than made
up for last year's dreary weather and
low turn out.
"It went surprisingly well considering the amount of people and

scope of the event," said John Bush,
SEAC council chair and main coordinator of the event. "There were
minimal incidents and everything
went pretty

smoothly."

This year's festival-style set up
kept students entertained from
morning until night. Students

literally bounced off the walls inside the giant bouncy boxing arena. Along with free food, students
could decorate Frisbees, get a henna
tattoo, or dunk their favorite Seattle University
staff member at the celebrity dunk tank.
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SU anticipates largest SIFF rolls into Seattle
incoming frosh class
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

In past years, prospective freshhad until mid-to-late summer
to make a decision on whether to
accept an admissions offer from
Seattle University.
This year, those who waited are
on the outside looking in.
The university closed its admissions process on May 2 this year,
the earliest it has ever done so. In
the past, the university has not received enough deposits for spots in
the following year's class until well
after the end of the current school
year. Now, interest in the university
has peaked to the point of filling
up in May.
"This is the earliest we have

closed admissions in university
history," said Michael Keon, dean
of student admissions. "This year,
we accepted applications until
mid-summer."
Seattle University received over
5,000 applications from prospective students for admittance in
fall 2008, the largest number of
incoming freshmen applications
the university has seen in its history. While Seattle University does
not release official student numbers
until the 10th day of the quarter
in order to ensure their accuracy,
chances are the class of 2012 will
break records.
"We are confident
this will be the largest
freshman class in SU's
history," said McKeon.

Saturday
May 17, 2008

Sunday
May 18, 2008
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The Seattle International Film Festival opens on May 22
with a screening of American film "Battle in Seattle,"
at McCaw Hall. The festival will feature 418 films from
around the world showing at several local theaters.

Facilities planning for future
Rec Sports outspends UW, GU
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Foreign languages Seattle U growing more selective
fight to stay afloat
Joshua Lynch

Online Editor
When Cordula Brown heard
classes vital to her program were
going to be cut, she didn't give
up.
Instead, Brown, Seattle
University's lone German professor, met with administrators, had
students write personal expressions of support in an "advocacy
binder" and sent out a survey to
other faculty members.
"She's very tenacious," said
Victor Reinking, chair of the
Modern Languages Department,
of Brown, "and German is very
important to her."
Now, that tenacity may be
paying off.
German 200-level classes slated to be canceled in early March
will continue next year as long as
at least 15 students enroll in the
first course of the series for fall
quarter 2008. The German studies major will remain canceled
because there were only three

students enrolled.
Previously, multiple administrators had told Brown there
was nothing that could be done
to offer the classes, which looked
as if they would be well under
the 10 students required by the
College of Arts and Sciences to
offer a course. The cancellation of
the 200-level classes would have

made

it

impossible

to

complete a

minor or major in German.
But, after learning of the class
cuts, the German Club sent a
petition to the administration,
students attended forums voicing
their opposition and more than 20
people signed up for the German
minor, according to Brown.
"There were plenty of really
vocal students who said, 'No,
don't cut it,"' Reinking said, noting he didn't think it was right to
cut a program that factored into
some students' decision to enroll
at Seatde U in the first place.
"If we publicize we're offering
a major and minor in the bulletin
and we're not," he said, "that's being dishonest to new students."
Other faculty members also
voiced support in-a survey distributed by Brown and philosophy professor Jason Wirth. Brown
said she sent out the survey asking if others thought German was
important.
More than 60 responses were
returned, almost half of them
strongly advocating for the continuation of the German program,
according to Brown.
"I think that it is of vital interest to Seattle University that
we maintain and enhance our
German language course offerings," Wirth said. "Without them,
we should be ashamed."
But while the German minor looks like it will survive

budget cuts throughout Arts
and Sciences, professor Giuseppe
Tassones Italian minor program
may not.
Tassones Italian 235 class this
quarter has just six students. While
all six are interested in completing
their minors fall quarter, the final
course in the program wont be offered because courses need to have
10 students enrolled. Around 14
students currently in 100-level
Italian have expressed interest in
a minor, Tassone estimated.
"Once students are above the
second year," Tassone said, "it's
just wrong not to offer the chance
for them to continue."
The cancellation of the minor
would come just as an Italian club
is beginning to form on campus.
Mary Hamilton, junior humanities for teaching major, has
aspired to have a minor in Italian
since choosing to come to Seattle
U. Now, the only class she needs
to complete in order to achieve
that goal has been cancelled.
"It's so disappointing,"
Hamilton said, "that classes are
cut as the university is growing,
and our tuition continues to
rise.

Reinking agreed there's a paradoxical nature to class cuts as the
university expands. Last he heard,
130 more freshmen than this
year's formerly record-setting class
are enrolled for fall 2008, despite
department chairs being told to
budget for little-to-no growth.
"We're talking cuts in a time
of plenty," Reinking said.

Reinking and other departchairs think part of the
problem is that the provost and
dean's office are over counting the
number ofunder-enrolled classes
and then cutting the funding for
those courses.
According to Reinking, some
under-enrolled classes are taught
at no expense for the university.
"We frequently do courses
for which the professors are getting paid nothing," he said. "And
the provost and dean are counting those as classes that are paid
ment

for."
Paulette Kidder, interim
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, could not be reached for
comment.

Many faculty members are attributing the cuts to the move to
Division I, according to Reinking.
He also said the administration
hasn't told chairs like him exactly why there's been a change in
budgeting.
"Maybe we've just been spending like sailors in port and now
the administration is reining in,"
he said, "but all I know is we've
been asked to cut our budgets,
and if we don't, they will."

Joshua can be reached at
Iyrichjl@seattleu.edu
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This year, Seattle U accepted 65.5 percent of prospective freshmen, up from last year's 64 percent.
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And, that number may
still continue to grow.
Virtually all universities
accept more students
than they plan to enroll, in order
to account for students who pick
other universities. While Seattle U
has closed the admissions process,
there are still students who have
been accepted who have yet to submit deposits.
Seattle U will continue to take
deposits through the end of May,
which could mean the anticipated
number offreshman will rise before
the end of the month.
As interest in attending Seattle
U has grown, the acceptance rate of
freshman applicants declined. This
year, Seattle U accepted 65-5 percent of freshman applicants.
While that number is fairly consistent with last year's 64 percent acceptance rate, McKeon said it was
"significantly higher" just a few
years ago. According to information
attained through the Institutional
Resource database, the undergraduate acceptance rate was almost 78

2003.
"Our acceptance

Seattle U has made
the
past to ensure that
pledge in
the student to teacher ratio will stay
at 13:1 as long as it remains feasibly possible. The university has also
engaged in a strategic plan to control the growth of the university at
manageable levels.
"The enrollment target set for
this year was higher than last year's.
This was a considered decision made
by the Executive Team and Board
of Trustees this past winter," said
McKeon. "It is part ofwhat has been
a deliberate, measured [and] gradual
plan for growth at the university."
Housing issues have been a
over resources.
a

The enrollment target
set for this year was

higher than last year's.
Michael McKeon
Dean of Admissions

key concern among students dur-

percent in

rate,

overall,

has dropped significantly in recent
years, despite increasing enrollment
targets," said McKeon.
In terms of exclusiveness,
Seatde Us acceptance rate is beginning to approach the University of
Washington's. The UW received
20,000 freshman applications this
year and accepted roughly 60 percent of those applicants, putting it
on par with most Pac-10 schools
outside of Stanford University and
University ofCalifornia Los Angeles
and Berkeley.
The number of acceptances
Seattle U has received back from
freshman has greatly risen. Part of
the reason the application process
closed so early this year was because
of the number of prospective freshman who put down deposits to secure spots in the school.
"I am in continual dialogue with
my counterparts at other collegiate
institutions and it appears that
Seattle University's yield on offers
offreshman admission is one of the
most robust on the west coast this
year," said McKeon.
But as that acceptance rate at
Seattle U grows, so do concerns

ing Seattle U's

recent

expansion

period. But the switching of the
Murphy Apartments into undergraduate-only housing and a wellplanned strategy to accommodate
student enrollment should help ease
those concerns in the 2008-2009

school year.

since the initial
enrollment increase was announced
and have been closely monitoring freshman commitments," said
McKeon. "My experience over the
last 13 years is that student development has done a fine job accommodating the ongoing increases in
freshman residences."
Other numbers seem to be consistent with last year's breakdown,
with a few exceptions. Diversity
among undergraduates will appear to stay the same, according
to McKeon, meaning just over
half of undergraduate students
will be Caucasian, according to
last year's number provided by the
Institutional Research Department
at Seatde U.
One number that appears to
have risen is the number ofout-ofstate students. Last year, about 55
percent of undergraduate students
were from the state of Washington
and in 2003, the number stood
at 59 percent. For next year, that
number appears to be closer to 50
percent, with students from 39
states and territories and 14 different countries making up the other
half. McKeon said this fact, along
with the growing individual diversity of students, will have a positive
impact on Seatde U.
"It will definitely result in a richer, more vital, and engaged campus
community," said McKeon.

carefully planning

"I do know that [Student

Development] Vice President [Rob]
Kelly and his staff have been very

Isaac Ginsberg

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu .edu
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Many prospective freshmen attend on-campus tours to get acquainted with Seattle University and its immediate surroundings.
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SU's dynamic debate duo excels internationally
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

In November of 2007, Seattle

University's Michael Imeson and
James Kilcup found themselves in
Vancouver, British Columbia, facing off against debaters from all over

the world.
They talked politics with a group

from New Zealand, economics

with a group ofTurkish debaters,

and they butted heads with several
United Kingdom teams.
"The [World Universities] tournament is the largest academic
competition in the world," said
Imeson, senior political science major and the president ofSeattle Us
debate team.
Imeson beat out speakers from all
over the world in order to come out
on top as the number one debater
at the event, and according to James
Kilcup, he made it seem easy.

We've probably lost a
lot of good debaters
thanks to the school's
lack of awareness.
James Kilcup
Debate Team

"Michael has this extraorditaking any topic
and speaking eloquendy and easily
about it," said Kilcup, senior philosophy major and co-vice president
of the debate club. "If a judge gave
him the topic 'what were your favorite and least favorite moments of
this last year,' for example, he could
just spout offabout it for hours and
make it sound amazing."
nary knack for

Kilcup

is considered a master in

his own right. He and Imeson compete together on the national level
as a British Parliamentary debate
duo, and started winning right from
the beginning.
"You basically have three formats of parliamentary debate,"

said Kilcup. "You've got American
Parliamentary-East Coast debate-then you've got National
Parliamentary-West Coast debate-and finally you've got British
Parliamentary, which is very popular
in the rest of the world, but is still
kind of small here in the states."
Like most teams in the
Northwest, Seattle U's debate club
used to do National Parliamentary
debate, but when the format became
convoluted and, Kilcup said, started
to ignore rational arguments in favor of sweet talking the judges, the
team decided to undergo a shift.
"NPDA[National Parliamentary]
was becoming inundated with a
bunch of former Policy debaters
who would just spew out facts at
lightning speed and form really
obtuse arguments that didn't have
The Spectator
anything to do with anything," said Braden VanDragt
Kilcup. "A couple of years ago we Michael Imeson, president of Seattle University's debate team, was named the number-one debater at
decided to try and compete against the World Universities Debating Championship last November in Vancouver, British Columbia.
the newly refaced NPDA teams,
and we did alright, but we knew
more with less. The debate team's strong competitors.
their name more exposure on camit was no longer the kind of de"I think a lot of people feel like pus, and to continue developing
budget has remained at $12,000
bate for us so we shifted to British for every year Kilcup's been on the debate team is unimportant as a club.
or low priority because they think
Parliamentary, and everything got the team.
"We run a platform of 'inform,
better almost instantly."
"We're competingagainst univerMichael and I are the only debaters entertain and elevate discourse,'"
"The move to British sities like Yale, whose budget for deon it worth endorsing, but that's not
said Imeson. "We want to be more
[Parliamentary] was particularly bate is somewhere between $40,000 the case at all," said Kilcup. "When widely recognized, but in theprocess
helpful," said Imeson. "NPDA is and $50,000 a year," said Kilcup, we went to Cambridge, we also we want to help foster the universia format that really can only be
"and we're still out-competing them. had another team with us [Alana ty's development as an institution."
understood by NPDA debaters. It's just frustrating because, with our Bellwood and Kerry Kelman], and
Likewise, rather than competWhat we do is still accessible to the current funding, we can only go so while Michael and I placed as the ing against D-I sports for budget
far. We couldn't attend Worlds this top U.S. team, they placed right money, the team wants to interact
average person."
below us as the second best U.S. with the athletics programs to help
Immediately following the team's last fall like we did the year beshift to British Parliamentary in fore because we simply didn't have team. Our program is strong, and further their development.
it's consistent."
"We as a team want to take
2006, they took second in their first the money."
ever national competition in the foron D-I next year," said
the
debate
club's
interand
Imeson
said
fee
a
stance
Despite
Kilcup
they 1
national renown, the team members debate is a program that deserves Kilcup. "We want to be a conmat. In the fall of '07, a more polished Seattle U debate team headed said they remain relatively unknown increased school support not only duit for information. It isn't really
over to Cambridge, UK to compete
on campus. Kilcup offered a few
because of its consistent success but a competition."
also because it fosters Jesuit values
Even with Kilcup and Imeson
internationally in the field of British possible explanations.
across the board.
"I've actually heard from freshParliamentary, and took second in
poised to graduate next year, they
the overall competition.
man that when they inquired at
"The debate program is one that are confident the team will continue
"We ended up losing to a team admissions as to whether or not draws directly on its members' eduto grow in their absence.
from New Zealand," said Kilcup, SU had a debate program, they cation in the classroom for its own
"James and I maybe the A-team,
"but we beat out two teams from answered that our university did improvement," said Imeson. "With but Alana [Bellwood] is a top reOxford, and we beat Yale and
not," said Kilcup. "It's discouraging. athletics, a school could hypothetigional debater as well," said Imeson.
University of Chicago. We were We've probably lost a lot of good cally recruit mediocre students "Even when we're gone, the team
the top-ranked American school debaters thanks to the school's lack who still perform fantastically athwill keep competing just as well as
letically. That's not really an option it has been with us on it."
competing at Cambridge, which is of awareness."
Kilcup also puzzled over with debate."
pretty impressive."
The team is on a mission with Matthew can be reached at
According to Imeson and Kilcup, the club's innocuousness beSeattle U's debaters have been doing cause the entire team is full of a three-pronged campaign to get martellm@seattleu.edu

Students warned against party plans
■jjHflJB

They had

a party

Bletz and her roommates also

to

Butterworth, the university will

|n| planned for Friday the cancelled immediately. But days respond if an event or posting is
reported as harassing, discriminaHJ[ 16th until Butterworth later, they were still fuming.
showed up that aftertheir doorstep .
Butterworth told one of their
housemates, who's still a student
and asked to remain anonymous,
noon on

that police and Public Safety
would be monitoring the house
to ensure there wasn't a party.
Like the "douchebag party,"
Bletz and Corsiglia made a public
event invitation on Facebook, But
their party was not themed and
had nothing to do with Quadstock
the following day.
"My purpose was to give you a
heads-up that there was increased
scrutiny this past weekend,"
Butterworth later explained in an
e-mail to Bletz obtained by The
Spectator, "and I hope you were
able to avoid any problems."

"I am outraged," said Corsiglia,
who completed a degree in French
and art history. "This is a private residence. Some of us have
even graduated."
But what seems
ten most

to

have got-

of the students hosting

the two cancelled parties upset is
Butterworth's use of Facebook.
They all recall hearing the warnings
before: Facebook isn't private, be
careful what you post.
"I think it's crazy they're using
Facebook against us," Corsiglia said.
"Administrators should be hands
offFacebook."
Butterworth has a Facebook profile that has seen little activity.
"We do not scrutinize Facebook
or any other social utility on the
Web," Butterworth said. According

threatening or in violation of
the Student Code ofConduct.
Butterworth declined comment
on the specifics ofthe situation because ofstudents' privacy rights and
did not say whether the two cancelled parties' Facebook pages were
reported to him or not.
tory,

"It's kind ofunsettling that faculty and the administration can be
on Facebook," Yang said. "It's like
having your mom or dad write on
your wall."
Alvin Mangosing, the assistant
director for residential programs
who handles many student conduct hearings, said Facebook is not
used by Housing and Residence Life
to monitor students. However, the
university is concerned with theme
parties and how "they marginalize

groups," Mangosing said.
For Mangosing and Butterworth,
having large parties offcampus damages students' reputations in the eyes
ofthe university's neighbors, as well
as landlords.
"It has to do with being a member of this community, and it
doesn't stop when you leave campus.
Integrity is all these students have,"
certain

Butterworth said, "and they need to
protect it."
A perfect example of how actions can damage reputations, according to director ofPublic Safety
Mike Sletten, was epitomized by
the number of phone calls received
at the Public Safety office over
Quads tock weekend.
Public Safety received complaints
noise,
litter and students loitering
of
intoxicated in the street from several neighbors of"Passport Parties"
celebrating Quadstock Saturday.
Seattle Police responded to several
of those parties, but the damage,
said Sletten, was already done.

"We were justbeing mindful of
students' disruptive conduct and
harmful behavior," he said.
Corsiglia and Bletz both said
they were involved students during their Seatde U career who were
fairly familiar with the Student
Code ofConduct and the university's concern for its reputation.
But they both feel that students
aren't clearly informed of the expectations oudined in the code.
"The administration needs to
tell us all that they're going to use

Facebook on us," Corsiglia said,
"and what types of parties aren't
acceptable."
"I think that instead of doing
this sudden and random crackdown," Bletz agreed, "the administration should work with the
students to adopt a policy that respects the feet that we are adults
and that we are in college."
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Under construction: Facilities develops inside and out
The search for a new director
has begun, but it may take as many
as eight months before a replacement is hired. As Graven explained,
Facilities has since switched to a
more collective style of management
and decision making.
"It's been an interesting culture shift for the organization.
Not only are we feeling the loss of
[George] but we're also trying to
decide how we want to make decisions, both now and in the future,"
said Graven.
While internal reorganization
continues, the staff members at
Facilities remain hard at work.
Facilities is currently designing
and planning about $95 million
worth of projects, although not all
are currently funded, and another
$50 million worth of potential
projects as part of the university's

long-term goals.
Seattle U has gone through an
extensive planning and legal process
to have their construction goals approved by the City of Seattle. Large

The Spectator
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SU Facilities has had its hands full planning projects ranging from
library renovations to Connolly Center construction endeavors.
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

Graduating seniors might have
hard time recognizing their alma
mater ten years from now. With
several construction projects starting next year and many more
slated for the future, the face of
Seattle University is changing and
will continue to change for quite
some time.
In charge of overseeing the
transformation process is Facilities
Services, a part ofSeattle U as vast
and multifaceted as the structures
and grounds they plan and maintain. The department is responsible
for the continual upkeep ofuniversity grounds, maintenance on existing structures and the planning and
a

construction of new buildings.
"Facilities is a dynamic place,
its never dull," said Sari Graven,
director of program and resource
development, also serving as interim
Facilities director.
"There's such a wide variety of
space the university provides: from
classrooms to laboratoriesresidence
halls to cafeterias to gardens—we
work very hard to support a very
broad group of people and all of
their needs," she said.
Graven took on the additional
responsibilities of interim director
after the departure offormer facilities head Michel George. George left
Seattle U in March to become the
associate vice president of Campus
Planning and Auxiliary Services for
Champlain College in Vermont.

signs have recendy gone up around
the outer edges of campus detailing
the Major Institution Master Plan,
or MIMP. The MIMP serves as a
guide to insure construction projects
meet city standards for land use and
will govern campus developments
for the next 15 to 20 years.
"It requires us to understand
what our intentions are about future
growth," said Graven.
MIMP also takes into account
the opinions of surrounding neighbors, and works to create boundaries
for institutions such as Seattle U.
"The universityrequires of itself,
and the city requires of us, to have
lots of opportunity for public input. I'd say that SU as a whole has
a really good relationship with its
neighbors," Graven said.
The most immediate project is
the Lemieux Library renovation, a
$50 million construction project
that is expected to result in another
building connected to the east side
of the existing library. The addition,
called the McGoldrick Learning
Commons, will include more study

spaces and technological services
for students.
As part of Facilities conservation and green building efforts, the
library addition will also contain a
rain garden, like the one added this
year outside the Lynn Building. The
garden will absorb water and cut
down on erosion and pollution seen
with traditional runoff systems.
Construction is scheduled to
begin in summer 2009 and finish
in the fall of2010. Library facilities
will be moved to a temporary loca-

The biggest goals are

to reduce energy and
water consumption.
Karen Price
Campus Sustainability Manager

tion in the Quest building, on 13th
Ave, around April of next year.
Another upcoming project is a
fitness center, a new addition to the
south end ofConnolly which would
replace the existing exercise room
with a large, two-story building.
Construction for the fitness center
is scheduled to begin in January of
2009 and would be completed the
following year. Heading theproject
is JoyJacobson, Facilities director of
design and construction.
"We are still pretty early in our

design process, but in general, it is
pretty basic," said Jacobson, pointing to an early ground plan. The
fitness center will include numerous exercise and weight lifting machines, exercise rooms, day lockers
and office space.
"Luckily this project will be a bit
simpler than the library addition because we won't have to move [...]
anyone," she added.
The fitness center addition is
phase one in a set ofConnolly renovations. As of now, however, it is
the only one funded and scheduled
for construction.
"While we have permission

under our current MIMP to build
this fitness center, anything else we
want to do to Connolly has to wait,"
said Jacobson. "We are not sure how
long the entire renovation will take
or what it will fully involve."
While the specifics are still up in
the air, a major goal for Jacobson
and theother construction planners
is to employ green building tactics
in constructing the fitness center.
"We've come up with a lot of
good ideas [...] natural lighting,
natural ventilation, recycled materials, sustainable materials, but we are
still figuring it all out," she said.
"We even talked about connecting the treadmills to other machines
to create energy," joked Graven.
Both the fitness center and
library addition will be constructed to achieve a gold rating
in the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design green building rating system. LEED encourages
sustainable green building practices
and awards constructions that meet
certain criteria. Student Center is a

LEED-certified building.
In charge of overseeing environmental standards and LEED certifications is Karen Price, campus
sustainability manager. Price brings
together designers, builders and future tenants to discuss environmental issues and possible solutions for
green building.
"With each building it is different," said Price, "but the biggest
goals are to reduce energy and water
consumption."
"The coming years will prove to
be busy ones for the Facilities staff
and interesting ones for students and
staff at Seatde U, as new buildings
go up and old buildings go down.
"Facilities used to be a department who said their busy time
was in summer, but now [...] the
work load is really a year-round
thing," said Graven. "It's created
some real interesting challenges
for the department, but we thrive
on challenges."

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
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Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-
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Students plan to launch
site for textbook sales Annual Seattle Cheese Fest
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

due to a number of factors, until

a

couple of weeks before the quarter

We're not really

selling anything. This
is just a convenient

resource for students.
Tyler Cook

Senior
After sitting on the idea for a
couple of years, Cook decided that
it was time to create the site. He recruited fellow finance major Mejia
and computer science major Larios
to help and the trio began an exhausting process with the goal of
launching the site before graduation. Four months and thousands
ofhours later, the group is ready to
go public with the site.
"It's been an exhausting experience," said Larios. "I barely sleep
anymore, but hopefully it will all
be worth it."
The site will allow students to
post books for sale under a specific
course number. Then prospective
buyers who need the book can simply look under that class' course
number and pick the best price.
Because the site is Seattle U specific, students can then sell the book,
in person, that same day, an advantage over sites like Amazon.com,
where shipping can take anywhere
up to two weeks and satisfaction is
not always guaranteed.
"We wanted to open a source to
buy a cheap textbook and get it to-

day," said Cook.
One of the underlying reasons
students seem to choose the bookstore to buy and sell books is a
matter of convenience. Book lists
for classes are usually not released,

starts. And
assurance

students always have the
that they can sell their
books back to the university, albeit
at a largely reduced price.
Larios admitted that the process
ofbuying and selling books on campuslink.com will not be a perfect art,
due to changing course lists and new
editions of textbooks, but said everything has been done to ensure the
site moves as smoothly as possible.
"It gets to a point where you can't
guarantee perfection," said Larios.
While the site will open stricdy
as a resource for Seatde U students,
the group hopes to expand the site to
other area schools with the hope of
one day going national. The group
intends to establish a reputation at
Seattle U by connecting with differ-'
ent clubs on campus.
Mejia, a former Resident
Assistant, is in talks with different
residence halls on campus to cohost events using the campuslink.
com name. And Cook hopes to
eventually be able to set up a scholarship fund using profits from the
Web site.
One primary concern over the
launching of the site is how the
university will respond to a studentrun site that could potentially hurt
the bottom line of the university
bookstore.
But, Cook maintains that is not
the goal of the site, arguing that
other sites already exist for students
to buy and sell books.
"We're not really selling anything," said Cook. "This is just a
convenient resource for students."
The group has already set up its
first advertising contract with a local Laundromat and hopes to gain
more advertising revenue once the
site launches. The group anticipates
updating the site continuously and
encourages students to send e-mails
with any kind of feedback.
Cook said the feedbackfrom students who know about the project
has been positive.
"The one thing I've been hearing is 'where was this four years
ago?"' said Cook. "Why not make
people's college experience that
much better?"
If the bookselling portion of the
site goes well, the group expects to
expand the site to include other resources for students, such as a classified section for commuter-linking
or housing needs.
While all three are looking to
immediately begin careers in their
respective fields upon graduation,
all agree that the goal is to turn the
Web site into a viable company that
would require their full attention.
"If my full-time job could be
maintenance on the site, that would
be awesome," said Cook.
Despite the fact the site holds the
possibility ofone day bringing in an
income flow, the three stressed that
the true importance is to help students have a better, cheaper college
experience.
"It will be a great resource," said
Larios. "All we need is students to
use it."
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu .edu

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

The Seattle Cheese Festival featured cheesesfrom around the world as well as many local cheesemakers. The cheeses were free to taste and sold at a discount for the duration of the festival which took
place from May 16 to May 18. Local chefs demonstrated cooking techniques throughout the day.

:

For most students, the experience
of buying and selling textbooks can
feel like a punch to the stomach.
Students spend hundreds of dollars to buy the books after waiting
in long lines, and usually only get
a few dollars in return when selling the books back less than three
months later.
Three Seattle U seniors are aiming to make that experience of selling back books a much more satisfying one.
On May 27, Tyler Cook,
Christian Mejia and Marvin Larios
plan to launch campuslink.com, an
online forum for students to buy
and sell books from other students
at Seattle U.
The idea originally came about
when Cook was running low on
money and had a hard time affording hundreds of dollars of textbooks.
After asking around to other students to see if there was an easier,
more affordable way to purchase
textbooks for classes, Cook realized
there was a need for an easy-to-use
tool where students could cut out
the middle man and buy and sell
books directly to one another.
"I thought, 'why don't we meet
in the middle,'" said Cook, "but
there was no tool."

•
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The Spectator has moved! Our

H

new Web site features e-mail
editions, syndicated material and

slideshows. Express yourself on
polls, comments and message

boards by registering today;

su-spectator.com
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Unfinished Web site Campus Ministry pushes for
a setback for Yoon more Protestant services at SU
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
As newly-elected and returning
ASSU officers prepare for next year,
they may have an additional issue
to tackle: their new Web site.
CurrentASSU president Aaron
Yoon promised the Seattle U community a functioning and updated
Website by the end ofhis tenure as
president, but it may be that Yoons
project will need to be renovated
before it was ever completed.
Though the new Web site,
myassu.org, debuted Jan. 19, no
updates have appeared on the site
since, preventing the site from providingaccountability and transparency, a couple ofits main functions
for the student body.
The task, which Yoon took
on single-handedly, turned out
to be more demanding than
he anticipated.
"When I got together with my
contact, we were hoping to do this
entire project in a month, that's
how naive I was. It's now May
and it's not done yet," said Yoon.
"Trying to construct a Web site and
be involved in every single aspect
of it without the tools I needed,
it's too much time for any single
person in ASSU to commit to."
Without updates, Yoon admitted the site hasn't entirely lived up
to providing the transparency he
intended, but still has potential.
"I'm not ready to accept this
project as a failure if that's what
some people are trying to get

go on it more. It doesn't even have
the new ASSU profiles, and everything I click on takes me to an
error page."
• Despite whispers ofthe need to
scrap the ASSU Web Yoon said,
"I'm still definitely committed to
it and most importandy to having
some sort of exit strategy for this
product that doesn't leave ASSU or
the .project itself handicapped for
whoever inherits it."
Next year's ASSU president,
junior political science and history major Kai Smith, said he
does not want to spend any more
money on the site, but that a functioning and updated Web site is
an important feature in insuring

ASSU's accountability.
Smith noted aspects of the current site that need to be addressed
include links that don't work, "inappropriate information" on officers' personal bios and the lack
of updating.
"It just needs to be concise and
easily accessible," said Smith. "If
ASSU wants to be taken seriously
we have to be professional."
Though Yoon conceded that
the end product of the site isn't all
that he hoped for, he intends to
keep working on the site until the
school year's ended.
"If we deal with the Web site
responsibly in the last month here
I still think it has very good potential and is something that should
be pursued," said Yoon.
Yoon also noted that the Web
site was central to establishing a
line of communication between
the student body and their respective representatives, and was also
vital in the Be Heard Campaign
launched earlier this year.

it's not at that point," said
Yoon. "I wanted to be able to
update it constantly every time
we had a new project and [the
fact that] that hasn't happened is
Smith said he hopes to convery frustrating."
With Yoon's ASSU presidentinue to provide transparency
cy coming to a close in the next through the ASSU Web site by
month, the site's capacity to surproviding information on ASSU
vive at all may be in jeopardy. If officers, briefs on current issues
the university purchases new Web around campus and a breakdown
site management software, the site of ASSU's budget and funding
may have to be restructured and distributions.
renovated again.
"Right now, it looks like
Yoon said he started pushthe ASSU Web site is made for
ing for a revamped ASSU Web ASSU members, not for me," said
site during his sophomore year, Osborn. "What do students get
but after several discussions with by visiting it right now? It seems
Information Technology's Web pretty pointless to me."
Services Department, Yoon deBut no matter the fate of the
cided to outsource the site. So far, current ASSU Web site, Yoon
at $55 an hour, the site has cost
stressed the most important factor
ASSU $500.
is that a functioning and updated
But, the money has not been Web site exists for ASSU and the
the only cost of the site for Yoon, Seattle U community to utilize as
who took on the Web site as one of a reliable resource.
his main projects during his presi"As long as there is a Web site
run by ASSU next year I'm 100
dency ofASSU.
"It's just really hard to do my percent satisfied, whether it's the
normal duties and try to deal with one we started or one that replaces
this site," said Yoon. "We dont it," said Yoon.
have adequate funding. You can
"Posting news and keeping it
see that in the current Web site up to date will definitely have to
and the lack ofupdating."
be a standard for whatever site is
For some students, the lack of there next year," added Yoon.
updating makes the Web site pracAccording to Smith, students
can expect to see an updated
tically useless.
"I go on it to check when food and functioning ASSU Web site
stuff is open and that's pretty much three weeks into the start of fall
it," said Andy Osborn, sophoquarter 2009.
more marketing major. "If there
was some news information and Jessica can be reached at
if they updated it weekly I would varigilde@seattteu.edu
at;
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Braden VanDragt

Beryl A. Ingram, left, and GlauciaVasconcelos Wilkey, preside over Protestant services in Campion Hall's
ecumenical chapel, which Seattle U's School of Theology and Ministry offers three time a week.
Emily Holt

She noted, however, that she is

Senior Staff Writer
While close to 100 practicing Catholic students file into St.
Ignatius Chapel for weekly mass
with their peers, chairs remain
empty at the few Protestant services
available in the ecumenical chapel
in Campion Hall.
As Seattle University examines
its Catholic and Jesuit identity, it
also continues to work on shaping
an ecumenical identity that includes a diverse group ofProtestant
denominations.
The graduate School ofTheology
and Ministry offers services led by
different Protestant denominations
every Tuesday at 4:45 p.m., which
are open to anyone of any faith
and are designed as practice spaces
for new faith leaders. Yet, Campus
Ministry does not currently have
a Sunday Protestant communion
service designed specifically for undergraduate students.
This year, Erin Beary, ecumenical
and multi-faith minister in Campus
Ministry, and Aaron Yoon, ASSU
president, tried to change that.
"I've been thinking of doing a
Protestant service for quite awhile,
in part because I feel like our
Protestant students, although they
are very welcome at mass, sometimes don't feel like it is theirplace,"
said Beary.
She said the services the School
ofTheology and Ministry offers are
at a tough time for students since
many are just getting out of class
and are starting their evenings.
Yoon passed legislation through
ASSU and sent a proposal last quarter to the executive team requesting
funds to start a Sunday Protestant
service offered through Campus
Ministry, but Campus Ministry did
not receive funding and could not
go ahead with its plans.
"It turned out that there were
too many necessities. In my opinion, this is a necessity, but you have
a lot ofother contending purposes
on campus," said Beary.
Because she was recently named
the interim director of Campus
Ministry and is searching for a replacement, Beary predicted that the
new ecumenical and faith minister
will be busy with other tasks and
may not get a service on its feet for
some time.

•

working on fostering a larger partnership between Campus Ministry
and the School of Theology and
Ministry, so they can both support
Seattle U's ecumenical mission.
Jan Cherry, ecumenical liturgical coordinate for the School of
Theology and Ministry, said STM
has been having some serious conversations about how the graduate
program can go beyond its goal of
forming worship leaders and begin to build a stronger Protestant
community.

"There is something critically
important in gathering together to
pray the psalms," said Cherry.
STM offers ecumenical 20-minute prayer services every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday starting
at 8:30. A service like this, Cherry
noted, is something many other
universities lack.

Anyone is welcome.
We don't check

memberships

at the door.
Jan Cherry
School of Theology and Ministry

Because the Pacific Northwest
as the "nonezone" due to the fact that the region
has the largest percentage ofpeople
is

popularly known

who check "none" under religious
association on the government's
census, the university's role in helping students to cultivate their faith
is essential in Cherry's eyes.
At a time when the administration is examining the university's
Catholic character, that cultivation
is necessarily ecumenical, according
to Beary, since, as she noted, the
word Catholic means ecumenical
or universal.
"Seattle U is committed to its
Catholic identity in its very best
sense. This is a Catholic [identity]
that is wholly and completely inclusive [of otherfaiths]. Hopefully, it is
evangelical as well," she said.
Beary said that since the time she
was a Methodist undergraduate at
Seattle U, she has felt welcomed
into the community and'has never

felt alienated from the character and
identity of the university.
Cherry, as a Lutheran, noted
that the one place she might not
feel welcome was at the Catholic
Eucharist on Sundays because she
could not receive communion,
but added that Roman Catholics
are welcome to break bread at the
STM services.
"Anyone is welcome," said
Cherry. "We don't check memberships at the door."
Beryl A. Ingram, liturgical
consultant for United Methodist
students and pastor at a church
in Bellevue, presided over the last
service in Campion and said she
has always felt welcome in leading
services at Seattle U.
"Seatde University has been very
gracious for years and years, getting
these [services] developed. It has
been wonderful. The hospitality is
great," said Ingram.
Seattle U's Jesuit values and
commitment to social justice unites
Protestants of different denominations. Both Beary and Cherry also
said that they were drawn to the

university's Jesuit identity.
For Campus Ministry, the main
struggle in cultivating the Protestant
community on campus is still one
of money, according to Beary.
"Campus ministry has to be a
self-sustaining endeavor. It needs
to be budgeted [better] into [the
university's] operating budget," she

said.
She noted that services such as
Cross Training, a scripture study
group, is supported by the university community but lacks significant structural support. The group
was initially funded only by the
group's leaders before the university
stepped in.
Beary is still hopeful, however,
about the direction of Seattle U's
ecumenical identity.
"Because [promoting ecumenicism] is my role, I want it to go
fast," she said, noting that it will
take time. "But, there is the energy
of a lot of people on campus, which
is pretty powerful. With nearly 45
percent ofthe university identified
as Protestant, [providing services] is
a real need."

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Seattle U entertains idea of switching to semester system

abroad systems.
Jacob Diaz
Dean of Students

Universities that do employ
the semester system, such as the
University of California at Mercer,
argue that the 15-week course better
allows students to develop knowledge on a subject and can work to
greater challenge students in terms
of projects.
But semester systems often have
fewer, lower-credit classes than the
five-credit classes offered in the
quarter system. This means students
are often required to take more than
three classes a term, which can make
for expanded workloads, and some
critics argue that students retain
more with fewer classes.
Other countries also seem to favor the semester system. India has

Jesuit institution, runs on a semester

system. The highest possible number ofcredits that can be taken per
class is four, with 16-credits constituting a full load. Students also
get a month-and-half long break
between fall and spring semesters.
"I really liked that we had a
month long break between first

to get

approved and to successfully

make the switch. Because of the
large discrepancies between semester and quarter-based systems, many
aspects of university life would have
to revamped.

Diaz said the possibility of the
discussion becoming more serious lies in how the campus, and
especially the faculty, feel about
the move.
"I think if faculty feel this is a
good move, it could be discussed
formally," said Diaz. "But it would
have to have their support.
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

Personalized Tutoring &
Support in Statistics or
Mathematics
Do you ...
... need help

Earn Credits from Seattle University

•

Credits may apply to Master's Programs or

•

11 Four Week Intensive start dates per year

•

Day, Evening and Online classes available

The School
(

of Teaching ESL

,n cooperation with Seattle

University)

surviving

For compassionate expert help,
call (425) 984-4154 anytime and
leave a detailed message. Fees
negotiable based on needs.

www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com
PfH

9620 Stone Ave N, Suit* 101, Seattle, WA
Tel: 206-781-8607 STESLinfo@seattleu.edu
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Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
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institutions for study

semester because it
gave my time to recharge my batteries," said recent USF graduate Emiko Hashisaki. "You could
study abroad, travel, there's just so
much you can do with that month
and a half."
Hashisaki also said having to
balance four classes across a semester was not as difficult as it
may seem.
"It wasn't really hard to balance
the four classes," said Hashisaki.
One of the largest groups at
Seattle U that would be affected
would be the faculty. Switching to a
semester-based system would mean
preparing for a 15-week course,
rather than the current ten-week
courses. But Diaz thinks the switch
could make it easier for professors.
"Faculty have to prepare three
different courses with the quarter system [rather than two],"
said Diaz.
A student-discussion forum to
discuss the possibility had been
scheduled this year, but has instead

:

Such a move would allow Seattle
U to be more in sync with other
Washington universities, such as
Washington State University or
Seattle Pacific. A similar semesterbased system would make it easier
for students to study abroad and to
move between universities. Seattle
U currendy runs most ofits summer
study and service abroad programs,
such as CalcuttaClub and Semester
at Sea, during the summer and
fall quarters.
"One concern is to be in linewith
other institutions for study abroad
systems. If you study abroad during the fall quarter, then you have
to leave in January and risk missing
two quarters," said Diaz. "A move
would make it easier for students
and make things more consistent."
Switching to a semester system

be in line with other

been postponed until the 20082009 school year.
Such a process would ultimately
take a large amount of time, both

and second

.

early September and get out as early
as late April or May.

One concern is to

recently seen a large-scale convergence of universities in the country, with education experts in the
country citing an increased ability
to improve students' skills prior to
graduation in order to ensure employment, according to an article in
India's national paper The Hindu.
The University of California
at Berkley and the University
of California at Los Angeles are
two major institutions that have
switched back and forth from the
quarter to semester systems over the
last four decades. Both schools ultimately decided the semester system
was the most cost-effective system.
On a closer level to Seattle U,
the University of San Francisco, a

.

While no formal talks have begun, Dean of Students Jacob Diaz
confirms that informal talks have
been going that discuss the possibility of a semester switch.
"My understanding is that there
has been some discussion going
on about the possible switch," said
Diaz. "But it's been a very informal
discussion."
Such a move would drastically
alter the way Seatde U's school year
fills the calendar. Many semesterbased schools start in August or

would also mean Seattle U students
would end school at the same time
as other students and theoretically
would be able to compete better for
jobs, insteadof having to wait an extra one to two months before being
able to accept summer internships
or post-graduate positions.

■

Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

Immediate 10 hour/week opening for Senior

High Youth Leader at, United Church of
Christ (UCC). Leads youth group on Sunday

mornings, plans programs and social events

and supervises youth during summer Habitat

igynMKKOMjLj^gi

for Humanity trip to Yakima (6 days). Must be

experienced leading youth and comfortable
with church's progressive theology. The pay
is $15/hour and is a full 12 month position.

Please send resumes
and/or inquiries to:

youthleadersearch@fccbellevue.org
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Coming soon: siff
Festival brings a world of cultures to local theaters
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

r old

your popcorn,
the biggest film frenzy in
I the United States is about
to hit Seattle.
Some of the world's most up
and coming directors and actors
will be coming to a theater near you
as part of the Seattle International
Film Festival (SIFF): 25 days of
mind-blowing cinematic craziness
kicking off May 22 and running
on to

through June 15.
During the month of cinematic
celebration, 418 films—representing 69 countries—will play in theall across town.
SIFF began in 1976 as a
two-week festival at the Moore
Theatre and has since become the
largest film festival in the
United States.
"SIFF is one ofthe great things
about living in Seattle," says communications professor Sonora Jha,
who teaches International Cinema
and Culture. "It's not just watching
movies: its an event, [...] they offer
films which you would not be able
to see anywhere else."
Jacquelyn Miller, associate provost for Academic Affairs and 14year SIFF attendee, says that these
international films offer more than
domestic cinema.
"Hollywood movies are so predictable and conventional; most of
the films at SIFF are very refreshing," says Miller.
The sheer size and scope of SIFF
can be intimidating, especially for
first timers.
"What I would recommend,
if you're a newbie at it, is to go
through the list offilms and figure
out what you're into, what catches
your eye. If you don't narrow it
down, it can be overwhelming,"
says Miller.
Miller prepares for the festival
each year by creating an agenda
based on her film tastes. If a movie
looks like "a popular Hollywood
movie," Miller won't go for it.
Instead, she focuses her attention
on documentaries, classic films
returning to the big screen and
foreign films recommended to
aters

a movie online, the site will
automatically recommend other
movies that you might also be

for

"If someone wants to find a
horror film from Estonia, they
can use the Web site to find one,"
says Barrett. "Another cool feature is that, after you buy a ticket

Benaroya Hall
200 University Street

Cinerama

2100 4th Avenue

Egyptian Theatre
801 East Pine Street

Harvard Exit
Theatre
807 East Roy Street

McCaw Hall

600 sth Avenue

Northwest Film
Forum
1515 12th Avenue

discovery."

Pacific Place
Cinema

For Barrett and lovers of the
festival, SIFF is much more than
watching movies, it is a cultural
experience. As a non-profit organization, SIFF's main mission is

600 Pine Street

The Spectator
bring people together through Clara Ganey
film to create a more open and The Egyptian Theatre is just one of many venues around Seattle that

to

society.
"It is a way to travel without
ever getting on a plane," says Jha.
"You can learn so much about a
country through film in just a few
hours; you begin to appreciate the
language and culture."
aware

Hollywood movies

are so predictable
[...]

the films at SIFF

are very refreshing.
Jacquelyn Miller
Academic Affairs

her by friends.
"Think about SIFF as an opportunity to see films you wouldn't
normally see," says Miller.
Beth Barrett, programming
manager at SIFF, recommends using the festivals Web site, www.
siff.net, to search through the
films and get an idea of what you
might be interested in. The search
engine is rather extensive, allowing visitors to search by country,
genre, director, venue or program.

'08 venues

interested in."
Tickets can be purchased online at least thirty minutes before
show time or at the door. While the
standard SIFF movie ticket is $11,
student and discount tickets are
available, but must be purchased
at box offices.
For frequent moviegoers, ticket
packages like the Cinematic SixPack for $57 may be the cheapest route to take, or you can consider becoming a SIFF member
to receive reduced ticket prices.
If you don't have a ticket for a
sold out event, don't give up
hope: a few rush tickets are often
available just before the screening.
Movies are shown at theatres
all around the city, but Seattle
University students are lucky that
many films will be shown nearby
at Capitol Hill's Egyptian and
Harvard Exit theaters.
"Planning ahead is great, but it
can also be a spontaneous thing,"
says Barrett. "Maybe a movie will
catch your eye as you walk by the
theater—take a chance on a new

"There are so many stories, so
many cultures, and each director
provides a different view of the
world," adds Barrett. "You can
travel around the world through
film: from a small village in
China with Cai Shangjun's 'Red
Awn' to Antarctica with Werner
Herzog's 'Encounters at the End
of the World.'"
Feature foreign films bring the
audience into a different country
through the stories of individual
characters, but many SIFF attendees find deeper connections to
other places through documentaries. SIFF offers 57 documentary

SIFF Cinema

will showing the 418 international films in this year's festival.

films this year on a wide variety
of topics.
"I have learned a lot from the
documentaries I have seen; they've
changed my perspectives on things,"
says Miller.
New to this year's SIFF is
Shortfest, a weekend celebration
of short films happening May 29
to June 1. One hundred and fifty
short films, ranging from two to 29
minutes in length, will be divided
into 14 packages ofabout 90 minutes each, grouped into such categories as "The Art of Memory,"
"Once Upon A Time" and "The
Look ofLove."
"The great thing about the
Shortfest is that, if you aren't really into the movie that's playing,
just wait five minutes and a new
one will come on," says Barett. "It
takes a lot of skill to tell a story
from beginning to end in less than
34 minutes."
Shortfest package tickets cost
the same as standard SIFF movie
admission.
The festival begins Thursday
night with a red carpet welcome
for guests and the premiere of
"Battle In Seattle" at Marion
Oliver McCaw Hall, followed
by a cocktail gala. Tickets for the
opening are still available online.
No matter what kinds offilms

321 Mercer Street

you fancy—an old classic on the
big screen, an informative documentary, or a brand new foreign
film—the incredible selection at
SIFF will be sure to have at least
a few movies you'll enjoy. Couple
the film selection with the many
guest speakers and special programs, and SIFF is sure to provide yet another year of staggering
cinematic satisfaction.

The Moore
911 Pine Street

The Triple Door
216 Union Street

Uptown Cinema

511 Queen Anne Avenue North

Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu

lounge at Moe
1
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Moe Bar will serve as the SIFF lounge every night during this year's
festival. Movie lovers over 21 years of age can toast directors and
enjoy post-film conversations with actors and other local film buffs,

Pizza from ViaTribunali is available every night after 5:00 p.m. with
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happy hour drink specials every day between 3:00 p.m. and 8:00

p.m. including $3 beers, $2 well drinks and $2 off all cocktails.

Moe Bar is located on Pike Street and 10th Avenue.
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'Ben X' speaks volumes
M
Wat hij zei" (Nothing
surprise twist to the story.
"Ben X" combines multiple lay- was all he said). Before
ers of metaphor and meaning, creat- it was a film, "Ben X"
H
"Ben X" is a Belgian film about ing a twisted plotline. Sometimes appeared as "Niets" H
teenager with Asperger Syndrome the story is a bit difficult to follow, (Nothing), a play that did H
who escapes a life of constant but only because it is told through extremely well in Europe, I
bullying and torture by his peers Ben, the protagonist. His struggles selling out more than ■
through the online role playing with Asperger's are painful to watch 200 performances. MMG 1
at times, but the film does a good bought the book and play
1
game Archlord.
Communication is difficult for job of showing, instead of telling, rights, then asked Balthazar
Ben, not just because of his con- what's going on inside his head to direct the film. "Ben X" is
dition but as a result of constant and brings the parallel world to his directorial debut.
heckling from his classmates, who life. "Ben X" has been compared
he turns into video game villains to "Donnie Darko" on multiple "Ben X" runs at Uptown Cinemas
in order to make sense of it all. He occasions, which is a fair assess- Friday, May 30 at 9:30 p.m. and

Lauren Padgett

Managing Editor

1

a parallel fantasy world that
he retreats into as his real one gets
increasingly unbearable. Ben develops a plan to escape it permanently
but the emergence of Scarlite, a girl
he met in an online game, adds a
creates

ment—both

characters struggle

to Sunday, June 1 at 4 p.m. Balthazar

define themselves in a world they is scheduled to appear at both
viewings.
don't understand.
This film is the brainchild of
Belgium creator Nic Balthazar, who Lauren can be reached at
based it offhis novel "Niets was alles pagettl@seattleu.edu

"Ask Not" tackles military policy
Rose Egge

Features Editor
Director Johnny Symons' documentary

delivers

a double life in a social clithat
is hostile toward homomate
sexuals. While he lies about having a girlfriend back home, his
friends must censor any written or
verbal correspondences.
Besides individual accounts, the
documentary also makes strong use
of interviews with military experts
and includes specific statistics that
express just how many gay individuals have been excluded from military service in the United States.
To further explain the "Don't
Ask, Don't Tell" policy the film
clearly explains the political strife
and social climate that led to the
law's passing in 1993 during the
Clinton administration.
To demonstrate the discontent
many individuals feel, "Ask Not"
follows young and openly gay protestors to recruitment offices where

living

a

straightforward

and detailed account of theUnited
States "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
policy, which has made military
service illegal for openly gay individuals. Following veterans who left
the military as a result the policy,
including local Alan Steinman,
co-founder of the Puget Sound
chapter of the American Veterans
for Equal Rights, "Ask Not" takes a
personal approach in critiquing the
U.S. military.
One interesting component of
Symons' 73-minute documentary
is the inclusion of a currently active, anonymous gay soldier who
is struggling overseas in Iraq during
the filming. The soldier describes

are arrested after they are denied enrollment. Other instances of
activism, including national college
tours by gay veterans, are also highlighted in Symons' film.
Although the documentary was
clearlyproduced with a biased agenda, Symons makes his point well
with specific statistics and clearly
delivered reasoning. Personal testimonials from active gay soldiers,
as well as discharged veterans, are
particularly moving and help the
viewer identify with Symons' critique of the U.S. Military.

they

This film can be seen on May 29 at 7:00
p.m. and May 30 at 4:30 p.m. at the
Harvard Exit Theatre. Symons is scheduled to attend both screenings.

Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu

Surf film rides on good footage
Rose Egge
Features Editor
A typical coming of age film,
the Australian film "Newcastle"
follows three brothers: Jesse, a 17
year old aspiring surfer, Victor, the
older half-brother who has been
jaded by his own failed surfing
career, and Fergus, the younger,
pale brother with purple hair who
doesn't fit in with his overtly masculine brothers.
Thankfully, this film features unbelievably gorgeous footage of the

characters surfing. Unfortunately,
the characters themselves are underdeveloped and the plot doesn't
hold the viewers attention well
enough between each mind-blowing surf scene.
Fergus, the

outcast

who

is

constandy tormented as heconsiders
that he might be homosexual, is the
only likable character of the three.
Victor is undeniably cruel throughout the film while Jesse demonstrates his naive and selfish nature
on more than one occasion. While
each character in this film is unrealistically good-looking, the viewer is
never able to identify with
any of them.
The film opens with tryouts
for a surf competition that could
thrust Jesse into a professional surf
career. After he doesn't make it, the
teenager sneaks offfor a weekend of
teenage debauchery with a group of
surfer friends that deeply impacts
the lives of each young character.
The film's plot is broken up
by a few beautifully orchestrated
scenes in which director Dan Castle

combines music with abstract imagery, resulting in the strongest
emotional connections that the
viewer will experience while watching this film. Meanwhile, the film's
dialogue is flat and completely

ineffective.
Viewers with a weak stomach for vulgar language and male
nudity should steer clear of this
one. Nonetheless, the fantastic aquatic imagery makes it a
worthwhile film.
"Newcastle" will be playing at the
on May 31 at 6:30
p.m. and June 1 at 1:30 p.m. Director
Dan Castle is scheduled to attend both
Egyptian Theatre

of his film's screenings.

Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu

1. Greg Timmermans from Belgian film "Ben X." 2. Screen shot from American docuinetary"Ask Not." 3-4. Australian film "Newcastle."
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"Grand Slam" stretches poetic limits
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

Holyfield, Moneta,
Burning Tree Project

7 p.m.
The Showbox, $10

Thrice, Circa Survive,
Pelican
7 p.m.
Showbox SoDo, $20
Low Thin Square, Kill The
King,
7:30 p.m.
El Corazon, $10

I never thought I'd see the day
when Seattle University's Pigott
Auditorium would have to turn
people away at its doors, but while
hosting Seattle Youth Speaks 2008
Youth Grand Slam Finals, the
packed venue could not accommodate all of its visitors.
Watching the Grand Slam, I
understand exactly why Pigott
was filled to the brim. The event
sold out in three hours, according to Simon Wolf, a member of
the Youth Speaks Advisory Board,
and the energy in the auditorium

overwhelmed audience members
Saturday, May 24
The Fall Of Troy, The Dear
Hunter
8 p.m.
El Corazon, $15

Sunday, May 25
Schoolyard Heroes,
Aiden, Creature Feature

8 p.m.
El Corazon, $18
One Be Lo, Blu,
Macklemore
8 p.m.
Chop Suey, $12

Tuesday, May 27
Arch Enemy, Dark
Tranquility
8 p.m.
El Corazon, $25

for the entire three and one half
hour duration.
Poetry slams are some of the
more moving and spectacular exhibits of spoken word in the world
today. The contestants are not allowed to use props or costumes
in their performances, but they
can bellow, sing, dance and cry
their way through their respective
pieces to their hearts' contents,
and, on May 18, that's exactly what
they did.
The Grand Slam was even more
high-energy than usual, as the prize
on the line for the top five poets was
a spot on Youth Speaks team that
will be sent to Washington, D.C.
this year to participate in Brave New
Voices, an annual International
Youth Poetry Festival that brings
some of the most inspired poets of
our generation together.
The atmosphere in the auditorium was explosive, brimming
with energy and intensity. It was

almost overwhelming, and felt
more like a religious revival than a
poetry competition.
The ability displayed by some
of the performers left me gasping,
laughing, cheering and even bawling at times. Everyone around me
mirrored this emotional outburst
precisely. No matter one's affinity—
or lack thereof—for poetry, it was
impossible not to get caught up in
the fanatical energy of the Slam.
Whether the poets were rapping,
screaming, or even weeping their
words out on the stage, their work
was compelling beyond belief, and
everyone left the auditorium at the
show's end in utter astonishment.
Unfortunately, seven of the 12
outstanding youth poets had to be
eliminated in order for the competition to come to a close, but the final five consistently outshone their
peers with some of the most phenomenal wordplay I've ever heard
from anyone, regardless of age.
Youth Speaks Brave New Voices
team will consist of Corbin Bugni,
who scored highest in the overall Slam, Mary Lambert, Rose
McAleese, Clare Lilliston, and
Milinik Yewondwossen. Each
of these outstanding individuals
had a particular, defining style to
their performance, and a demeanor that matched their heartfelt,
confessional poetry.
Bugni shone on stage with an
incredible, dizzying half-poem
half-rap about abstract wordplay as
instructed by Dr. Seuss' "Hop On
Pop." Lambert's confessional poetry about being a lesbian and her
struggles with substance abuse issues caught my breath in my lungs.

Mates Of State
6 p.m.
Sonic Boom records, free
Nightmares of You, The
Graduate, Ambulance For
Angels
7 p.m.
Chop Suey, $12

Friday, May 23
day, May 26

-

Mon-

Northwest Folklife festival
Seattle Center, $10
suggested donation

Saturday, May 24
Monday May 26

may 21, 2008

-

Sasquatch Festival:
R.E.M., Modest Mouse,
M.1.A., The New
Pornographers, Fleet
Foxes, Grand Archives
and more
The Gorge, $76.50 per day

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Dakota Alcantara-Camacho, who was eliminated in the final round,
amazed the audience with his graceful delivery of new-age psalms-.

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

Bay Area singer/songwriter Daemond Arrindell was invited by Youth
Speaks to perform her songs during the competition's intermission.
Meanwhile, Lilliston's soft-spoken

the basis of spirituality.

pleas for peace and change, and
her endearments for falling in love
with a newborn Christ-as-carpenter
brought a sweet, subtlecharm to the
Slam's fore. Yewondwossen's flow

Likewise Dakota AlcantaraCamacho, another of the eliminated contestants who made it to the
final round, spit-fired his uplifting
paeans about nature and the nature
oflove with seamless grace. His eyes
glistened with perfect serenity as he
delivered his new-age psalms about
life, the universe, and everything
to a crowd that found themselves
bewitched by his tranquil, impassioned poetic preaching.
Despite the tense level of the
competition, the stammers also
displayed an unparalleled sense of
camaraderie. The final five wept
with their eliminated competition
as the winners were announced,
and the crowd, led by the poets
themselves, was only steps away
from a riot scene after several of the

unbelievable, and his poetry
shifted between topics so quickly
it was an actual internal battle to
keep up with his wordplay.
McAleese, however, won my
heart from the get go, and persevered to become my personal favorite of the final five. Beginning
each of her pieces with a plie, her
demeanor changed entirely as soon
as she opened her mouth, shifting
from humble and reserved to overblown and overpowering. Her first
poem touched upon the issue of
race as related to love, and she had
to struggle not to weep while reciting the piece. When she finished,
I couldn't even cheer because I was
sobbing in response to its power
and beauty.
Despite the judge's eliminations,
some of the contestants eliminated
in the Slam brought the most dazzling flow and spoken word bravados this side of Saul Williams.
Michael Maiden, who made it to
the final round and fell just .6 shy
of making it into the top five, provoked gasps of amazement from
the entire crowd with his hyperspeed, extemporaneous stream of
consciousness poems about the
similarities and differences between
the religious big shots of the world.
He seamlessly interpolated his own
struggles as a member of the Jewish
faith with the oppression faced by
his ancestors, and the oppression
faced by people-the world over onwas

judges' score

announcements.

The poets also brought some of
their friends' recitations to a whole
new level, joining in at the most
poignant moments of each of the
final pieces, adding a powerful,
chorus-like oomph to the already
incredibly beautiful and powerful
poems that were delivered throughout the night.
The Slam was awe-inspiring on
every level, and it proved without a
doubt to everyone in the audience
that age is anything but a factor
in making beautiful, meaningful
poetry. Performing up close and
personal, these teen poets redefine
their field ofwork in new, groundbreaking ways that have to be experienced to be understood.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Kinsey Gallery gets "Graphic" The Writer's Life:
Finding time to write
Sharon Cumberland
Contributing Writer

Clara

The Spectator

Ganey

"Graphic Content," on display at the Kinsey Gallery uses various media to express diverse ideas.
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

If the growth of Seattle
University's Digital Design program needs any justification, then
the student-organized "Graphic
Content" exhibit currently on display in the Kinsey Gallery proves
its potential beyond a doubt. More
than a mere showcase of student
work and class projects, "Graphic
Content" is a mixed-medium explosion that covers and conveys
an immense variety of topics
and ideas.
If there is a drawback to the
exhibit, it's that it overloads its audience with information, making
it hard to process in one sitting.
Featuring zombie survival guides,
archaic Japanese lunar calendars,
hand-made books graphically depicting the poetry of e.e. cummings
and more, the gallery is brimming
with an intoxicating array of
graphic artwork.
That the showcase is strictly
student-oriented is apparent in
the artwork and the layout of the
gallery. "Graphic Content" is a scatterbrained, pell-mell arrangement
of artistic styles and visions. While
the pieces fit together and feel
congruent overall, the exhibit feels

like an explosion of artistic output,
like the collective unconscious of a
dozen generations of artists coming
together in one place at one time.
The lack of conceptual coherency or stylistic similarity is, however, the exhibit's greatest strength.
Its mish-mash of everything artistic
shows the Digital Design students'
dedication to their crafts, and showcases their ability to team together
to overcome their aesthetic differences in order to create an exhibit
that can appeal to everyone.
"Everything about this gallery
was done by the students," said
Naomi Kasumi, one of the professors for the Digital Design program.
"I was kind of the overseer, and I
could have had a say on things if
I wanted to, but I just kind of let
them do their thing and, they did
it all themselves."
Given the status of the Fine Arts
department as one of the smaller
departments at Seattle University,
the gallery's opening had an extraordinarily strong turnout May
15. The gallery was packed full
of Seattle U students and faculty,
as well as visitors from all around
the Seattle area. The environment
was so cramped with people that
in order to see some of the most
well-received pieces in the gallery

you literally had to nudge elbows
with your neighbor.
"I wasn't expecting this kind
of turnout at all," said Lucas
Boyle, a junior Digital Design
student whose work is on display
in "Graphic Content." "It's really
overwhelming and amazing that so
many people came to see our work.
I never imagined it would be this
well received."
The opening's turnout shocked
the gallery-goers who were present
on the 18th as well.
"I'm really happy that so many
people showed up tonight," said
Sera Day, a Seattle University student who attended the gallery's
opening. "Given how small our
Fine Arts department is on campus,
I didn't really think this many people would care about the exhibit.
It has been a great way to socialize
and get in touch with others who
love art as much as I do. It's comforting to know that students still
care about the arts here at SU."
"Graphic Content" will be on
display at the Kinsey Gallery until May 31, and is free to everyone
who wants to experience the artwork it has to offer.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

"The Heat Wave" hits the Quad
PISH

[Bush] did a really good

"

njnjß job making it more of a
mum

carnival," said Micaela
Shorrock, sophomore

nursing major.
Around 4 p.m., students began to
make their way to the main musical
event, ready to satiate their appetites
for good music and free food.When
the word got out that the food was
about to arrive, students swarmed
the area like a flock of hungry
seagulls. Once the chaotic mass of
students made their way through the
line they had a choice ofDomino's
Pizza, Subway sandwiches, Ezell s
Chicken and Dick's Hamburgers,
all of which was paid for by SEAC.
Some students were frustrated when
they discovered they could only
choose one item per trip.
"Never having served free food before, we weren't sure how it would

work. It was definitely a learning experience, which we can hopefully fix
for next year," said Bush. The chaos
eventually died down to a steady
line and there was plenty of food
to go around.
There were also other activities to
engage the crowd between shows.
At the edge of the quad there was
a photo booth where students were
able to document their smiles and
sunburns free of charge.
Although there have been complaints in years past that students
were more concerned with consuming alcohol than listening to music
at Quadstock, students appeared

genuinely excited for the performances this year.
"I don't think we could have asked
for better bands," said Bush. "They
brought energy and interacted with
the crowd. They were really down to

earth, genuinely nice people too."
The Revelators, The Bottlenose
Koffins, and Brighten were the first
three bands to go on. All three sets
went smoothly. However, they did
have the misfortune ofplaying at the
same time the free food was served,
which proved to be a distraction for
many students.
The crowd really began to pump
up for headliners United State of
Electronica and Common Market.
U.S.E. was a colorful mix ofmusicians with a unique and energetic
style. The band's lead singer and
keyboardist, who was clad in a pair
of form-fitting fuchsia pants and a
cut-off shirt, perfectly personified
the positive energy and excitement
that was felt throughout the day.
Those who wanted to take a more
relaxed approach to Quadstock
chose to listen, chat and rest from

You're too busy. I don't even
know you, but I know that much
about you. It's the 21st century,
you go to Seattle University, you
have classes, you have a job, you
have friends and family who need
your attention. So, when do you
find time for your writing?
This is the universal writer's
problem. No matter what kind of
writing assignment you have—a
paper with a deadline, an article
for the Spectator, or the poems you
long to write, and the novel you
long to revise—you need time to
get it done. Yet when do you find
time, in your busy life, to really sit
down and think, plan your project,
share drafts with writing buddies,
and revise? Writing is a process
that takes time.But we're all really
strapped for time.
For some strange reason,
however, we have time to watch

"Americas Next Top Model,"
hang out at the Bistro, or catch
Built to Spill at the Showbox. We
have time to walk the dog, go to
the movies, play Mahjong on the
computer. Don't get me wrong—
I'm not guilt-tripping you. I Jove
"America's Next Top Model." We
all need to relax in the rat-race we
call life. Yet we fritter away time
like we fritter away money—a
dinner here, a latte there and the
wallet is empty. Its the same with
time: you give your time away all
day, all week, and it all makes sense
while it's happening. But, in the big
picture, you don't know where the
time went.
Benjamin Franklin, in his guise
as Poor Richard, said "Dost thou
love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life
is made of." "The problem is that
most ofthe things we do seem reasonable. How do we know if we're
squandering time?
Some people will tell you to
set aside a special time of day for
writing—get up earlier! Others will
say you need a special place for
writing—a carrel in the library, a
comer in the local Starbucks. All
that maybe true—-but to me these

afar. The grassy lawn was spotted
with sandal-clad students sprawled
out on blankets and towels. The
steps and benches were also lined
with students taking in the sights
and sounds of Quadstock.
Despite the draining effect of the
heat and sun, the energy level did
not skip a beat when Common
Market, took to the stage. Those
who were familiar with the band, as
well as those who have never heard
Common Market, were thrilled
to see them perform. Throughout
their hour-long set, bodies bounced,
heads bobbed, and arms swayed to
the beat.
The success of Quadstock 2008 was
no accident. SEAC has been working on planning the event since

September.
"We've been here all day. Some

are secondary issues. Once you decide to write, you'll figure out the
time and the place for yourself. The
issue, IMHO, is overcoming the
inertia that holds you back. You
want to get started, you want to put
your writing first, but something
prevents you. You're intimidated.
You fear failure or ridicule. You're
not good enough. You don't want
to confront your own inadequacy.
Welcome to the wonderful
world ofwriters anxiety! Instead of
dunking about your writing, you're
thinking about how your writing
will be received. You know you're
not muchof an expert yet, so you're
afraid of criticism, yet you know
you need criticism to get better.
To get criticism you have to write
something, but you're afraid It's a
vicious circle.
So here's what I do, and it may
be helpful to you. Whenever I'm
about to watch a DVD or read a
book instead of write I ask myself: "Your story or mine?" Do I
want to tell my story or let you tell
yours? Sometimes I want to hear
the other guys story so I go ahead
and watch, but often enough I pick
my own story over theirs—or my
poem or my article. Finding time
to write is simply a way of putting yourself first. Finding time to
write is choosing your own, real life
over the fake life of television or
computer games. Finding time to
write is setting boundaries for your
friends and family so that you can
be you and not a function of the
needs ofother people.
Finding time to write isn't really
a problem of time. Its a problem
of asserting your right to choose

something for yourself—something that is completely yours
and no one else's. All creative acts
have this quality. Flaying a musical instrument, painting a picture,
researching a topic of interest
it's your wonderful mind expressing itself, refining itself in the
challenge of learning how to do
something well Choose yourself,
and—surprise!—you'll have time
—

to write.

Sharon can be reached at
slc@seattleu.edu

people were here at 2 a.m. setting
things up last night," said Quadstock
staffmember Amanda Martinez. "I
don't think people realize how much
work actually goes into it."
The long hours that went into
the planning and execution of
Quadstock 2008 were not in vain.
The general consensus regarding the
event was overwhelmingly positive.
"I liked it a lot better than last
year, because there was a lot more
people, there was better bands and
more things to do—oh and food,"
said Seattle University student
Cassandra Little.
Check out lastlooks for more photos
from Quadstock 2008.

Brittany can be reached at
eddingsb@seattleu.edu
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Freeriders park, one of two in state, open to all cyclists
volunteers have worked on Phase
create more technical and advanced routes.

2 to

Signs
riders

on

the columns

caution

full face helmets and
body armor, and tell them they
ride at their own risk. But risk is
the part of the sport some riders
enjoy most.
Some of the wood beams that
drop down three inches to three
feet are only six inches across. The
jumps are steep and the landings
are a choice between loose dirt,
concrete lattice or wood platforms.
One part of the advanced course
includes a turn with uneven and
to wear

unsmoothed wood planks angtirtg"

The Spectator

Joey Anchondo

A bicyclist attempts some of the new obstacles at the 1-5 Colonnade Park. The cost of equipment for
freeriding participants can reach $12,000. The only other park in the state resides in Bellingham, Wash.
Ben Watanabe

south. But this

Staff Writer

by

At first glance, it doesn't look
like a park. It's under 1-5 off of
exit
168 A north, by Lakeview
Boulevard. Dirt and concrete replace grass and trees. The only
sunlight comes through the separation between 1-5 north and 1-5

Upcoming Events
Thursday, May 22

NCAA Division II Outdoor
Championships
Mt. SAC, Walnut, Calif.

Friday, May 23
NCAA Division II Outdoor
Championships
Mt. SAC, Walnut, Calif.

area, once

claimed

vagrants and debris, now

draws freeriders and downhill
bicyclists from the greater Puget
Sound area.
Brendon Boyer, part-time

Backcountry Bicycle Trails Club
[BBTC] staff member, looks forward to having the park so close.
Boyer has done freeriding for
six years. But as a student at the
University of Washington, freeriding used to take him north
to

Bellingham.

"It's a natural place for me to
ride because it's so close," said
Boyer of 1-5 Colonnade Park.
Seattle Parks and Recreation is
working with BBTC to develop
the bike and dog park. The 7.5
acre 1-5 Colonnade Park opened
in December 2005, but bike trail
development won't be completed
until September, according to

BBTC project manager Mike
Westra. The BBTC raised approximately $75,000, which Seattle's
Neighborhood Matching Grant
met, for an operating budget of
$150,000. The Neighborhood
Matching Grant agreed to match
the funds raised by BBTC in
volunteer hours, materials and
cash donations.
BBTC also sold over 100 engraved stones for display at the
park's Lakeview entrance for
$200 each.
"The city has been faster and
more professional than I expected,"
said Westra.
Construction began in October
2005 by the Green Lake based
BBTC. With three full-time and
one part-time staff members, the
BBTC worked with over 5,000
volunteer hours with over 200
volunteers. Since 2006 BBTC and

from the dirt up toward 1-5. Ifriders gain enough speed they hit the
high planks and slingshot around
the turn into a jump. If they
come slow, they go for the lower
planks and dirt or else the tires will
slide down with the bike and the
rider will land perpendicular to
the ground.
A few of the novice features include the teeter-totters built in the
park, which are exactly like childhood teeter-totters in function, but
instead of two bouncing children, a

bike teeters up one side and totters
down the other.
Freeriding is thought to have
developed out of downhill riding in
the North Shore area ofVancouver,
BC. According to a few of the sixyear veteran riders at the park,
freeriding is illegal in the United
States except at designated parks.
Washington has two known parks,
a private park in Bellingham and
the other in Seattle. Don't get freeriding and BMX confused though.
The trails at 1-5 Colonnade range
from two-by-four boards nailed in
sequence like a slithering snake's
body, an inching inch worm, or in
snowboard and ski terms,"® rainbow rail.
The bikes cost between $6,000
and $10,000, and are generally
chosen for weight and toughness.
Generally, the tougher the bike is,
the heavier it is. But the combination of the two qualities escalates
the cost to the high end around
$10,000. Add a helmet, shin
guards, elbow pads and body armor, a safe ride can cost $12,000.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu

The Spectator

Joey Anchondo

A freerider manuevers past one of the ramps at the new 1-5Colonnade
Park. The park cost $150,000 and hundreds of hours to build.

Cheer try-outs pump up the talent

Monday, May 26

Seattle Mariners vs.
Boston Red Sox

Safeco Field
7:10 p.m.
Tuesday, May 27

Seattle Mariners vs.
Boston Red Sox
Safeco Field
7:10 p.m.

Wednesday, May 28

Seattle Mariners vs.
Boston Red Sox
Safeco Field
7:10 p.ln.

Isaac Ginsberg

The Spectator

Incoming freshman Meghan Shorten helps freshman Nursing major Casey Otterhoft lift
freshman journalism major Jamie Richardson during the cheerieading try-outs. On the
right, Seattle U cheerieading coach Travis Mitlspaugh watches sophomore finance major
Alex De Vera single-handedly lift Jessy-lynn Perkins, a junior humanites major.

'Isaac Ginsberg

The Spectator
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OAR provides gear, advice
Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer

Package including

a

backpack,

or four person tent and a
sleeping bag for either $15 for a
weekend or $25 for a week. OAR
also rents clothing, lamps camp
chairs, stoves, snow shoes, pooptubes, over-shoes and other equipment not listed on the pamphlets
or website.
The Rec Sports Department at
the Connolly Center rents equipment up to two weeks in advance
for students and four days for faculty and staff. Reservations require
a completed and signed contract
and the entire rental and deposit
fee. Rec. Sports provides refunds
if reservations are cancelled 24
hours before the first reserved day.
The OAR link on the Seattle U
a two

Several kayakers prepare to hitLake Washington. The Outdoor Recreation Program rents six person tents for $20 per week, plus a $30 deposit. Interested students and faculty can also rent other equipment
rec sports website provides a list
of equipment and fees.
After the due date, the rec center charges a late fee of 150 percent
per day. But rec sports administrative assistant and OAR advisor,
Mileva Huljev, wants deposits,
rental and late fees to encourage
prompt returns and respectful use
of the equipment.
"We're not having deposits to
make students miserable," said
Huljev. "We're trying to maintain
the integrity of the gear."
Next fall, Huljev's aim to appease students and keep gear intact
may come true. Director of Rec.
Sports Mark Williams worked
with Joyce Allen in admissions
and enrollment to replace late
fees and deposits with student
account holds.
Despite plans to reduce late or
damaged returns, Huljev found
deposits beneficial this year.
"Amazingly, this year equipment
has come back in great shape," said
Huljev. "It's all because of a little
thing like deposits."
One way to avoid late returns
is to plan a trip using one of the
books in the OAR equipment
room. Another is to ask Huljev to
help plan a trip. She enjoys finding

weekend getaways for students.
is responsible for purchasmuch
of the new gear and reoring
the
ganizing
equipment room and
updating the equipment list, in addition to being a graduate student
and administrative assistant.
"This has been something I'm
interested in on top of my regular
duties."
Next year, Huljev can focus
on OAR more when she no longer organizes the leisure education program. She hopes to assemble a student executive board
to purchase equipment and organize trips. She also envisions
a gear swap for students to buy,
sell and exchange their outdoor
recreation equipment.
Maintaining safety is important
to remember, so OAR also posts
a backpacker's checklist on the
Web site. Also, be sure to check
with the local ranger district on
trail conditions.
Summers usually see increased
equipment rentals. To reserve
equipment, visit Huljev in the
Recreational Sports Department
in the Connolly Center.

Huljev

Ben can be reached at
watanabl @seattleu.edu
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Hodges sets bar high
Nicholas Lollini
Editor-in-Chief

Before heading for the hills,
head to the Connolly Center to
check the outdoor equipment.
As spring finally shines in
Seattle and begins its transition to
summer, the Pacific Northwest is
prime for outdoor treks.
For Seattle University's Outdoor
Adventure and Recreation program, rising temperatures mean rising demand in equipment rental.
The weather is both a blessing and curse for wishful renters.
Good weather means great camping and hiking. It also means
more renters, which leads to less
equipment. The recent SEARCH
retreat depleted sleeping bags, and
many tents, backpacks and sleeping bags are reserved for Memorial
Day weekend.
Faculty, staff and students can
rent everything necessary for a
camping or hiking trip. For a backpacking trip, a one-to-two person
tent for one-to-three days costs $5.
For a lengthier car camping trip, a
six person tent for seven days costs
$20. All tent rentals require a $30
deposit. The Recreational Sports
Department also offer a Camping

| the spectator

don't respond."
For Hodges, those worries
never came to fruition. Upon taking the helm of the club he saw
membership soar to a consistent
30-40 individuals at each meeting,
he instituted a democratic method of managing the $50,000 DA
Davidson investment fund, which
allowed for inclusion in the pro-

child for what an ideal studentathlete is supposed to embody.
He has excelled in the classroom,
was voted as the Defensive MVP of
the Men's soccer team in 2007, has
held leadership positions in organizations other than athletics and
further plans to attend graduate
school next year as he plays in his
last year ofNCAA eligibility.
"To try to find a balance you
really have to be organized with
your schedule, aware ofevents and
work on communicating well, and
articulating when you will be and
won't be available," said Hodges.
"You need to inform people that
soccer is part of the reason that
I'm at SU and if you are going to
let me into this prestigious group
of people then you need to realize
that I have other commitments."
According to Carrithers, the
element that separates Hodges
from others in the classroom and
as a leader lies in the fact that he
is intent on making those around
him better. He is described as being humble, straightforward, nonimposing, transparent, of extraordinary dedication, and does what
he does because he has a great time
doing it.
"I have no doubtthat Chris will
be successful in whatever way he
wants to be. If he decided that he
wanted to be a titan ofindustry he
could be," said Carrithers. "But I
think that Chris has a broader view

cess from the lowest levels, while

of what success means."

providing the frameworkforbuilding knowledge and information
about investments.

In the 2008 season Hodges as
well as teammateLamar KumangaiMcGee will lead the Redhawks
in Seattle University's return to
Division I athletic alignment. It
will be a season that, according
to Hodges, will be devoted to the
improvement ofSeattle University,
not for the glamour ofthe team.

Two years ago, as Chris Hodges
walked into his first Investment
Club meeting, no one could know
he would have a 3.5 GPA, would
be one ofthe captains of the 2008
Mens Soccer team in their first
year of Division I competition,
a S.E.A.R.C.H. alum, a member of the Ignatian Leadership
Honor Society and concluding his second term as President
of the Investments Club at
Seatde University.
"My first impression was that
this guy is a real work horse, and
has high expectations not only of
himself but also of those around
him," said David Carrithers, professor of Finance in the Albers
School ofBusiness and Economics,
and advisor to the Investment
Club. "At first I was worried that
other people might be intimidated
by [his work ethic], and I worried
a litde bit about what is he going
to do if the people he's motivating

"He had a wonderful ability
bring everybody together," said
Carrithers. "[...] He set a goal to
make the Investment Club the
best club in the university. By my
own subjective measure he accomplished that,"
Through his accomplishments,
Hodges has become the poster
to

Nicholas can be reached at
follinin@seattleu.edu

Crew Club received $26,000 from Rec Sports Dept.
Online Editor

Joshua Lynch

change from previous years.
"In the past," said Nelsen, a soph-

A revamped system for how club
sports teams are funded is in the
works, a change that should make
appropriations fairer, according to
Recreational Sports officials and
student club leaders.
The new system would distribute
funds after club presidents submit
a budget for review. A club sports
handbook is also being drafted, and
it is a possibility that a club sports
studentcouncil would have a hand in
determining how funds are allocated,
according to Matt Shaw, intramural
sports and sports club coordinator.
"We want some sort of peer
evaluation to make things fair,"
Shaw said. "We're looking to have a
more collaborative effort with more
fiscal responsibility."
The changes are coming after the
addition of Derek Hottell, assistant
director for Recreational Sports,
this January.
For many sports club leaders, like
Crew Club president Sam Nelsen,
the new system will be a welcome

omore nursing major, "Rec Sports
has been extremely disorganized."
Other club presidents have kept
it no secret that they think the
way they currently receive funding is "obsolete," "frustrating"
and "disorganized."
Shaw said in years past the budget for sports clubs has been "arbitrarily assigned" and was based on
a guess informed by the previous
years appropriations.
That system drove a few clubs to
the Associated Students of Seattle
University for funding this year.
ASSU appropriated around $80,000
this year, 10 percent ofwhich went to
Recreational Sports teams' requests,
according to Kai Smith, vice president offinance.
For example, ASSU gave $2,000
to the Kayaking Club for their trip
to nationals, according to club president Erica Feild.
Smith, next year's ASSU president-elect, said he plans to coordinate better to insure fairness.
"We will coordinate with Matt

Shaw to ensure that first, student
clubs are not 'double dipping' and
second, the events they are participating in are appropriate," Smith said.
But, Shaw said he'd rather have
club sports come to the department
for all oftheir funding.
"We really will try to dissuade our
sport clubs from going to ASSU for
any money whatsoever," Shaw said.
"We have a lot of money, and any
money we can't provide they [the
club] should provide."
"ASSU supports so many other clubs on campus," he added,
"that they shouldn't be supporting
club sports."
As The Spectator reported last
week, ASSU's student group budget
is $65,000. Smith looks to give less
than 5 percent ofthese funds to club
sports next year.
The university's move from having student government fund student
club sports is against the norm compared to Santa Clara and Gonzaga
University, both Jesuit institutions
with Division I varsity athletics.
Gonzaga's Student Body
Association has a $35,000 budget

toward funding its 17 sports
clubs, according to Derek Dague,
GSBA treasurer. The university itself
doesn't distribute funds to its recreto use

ational

sports teams.

The University of Washington's
34 sports clubs have a budget of
$33,000, with the highest funded
club being men's ice hockey with
$3,000 a year, said Sandi Dndbeck,
club sports coordinator.
Seatde University, in comparison,
gave the Crew Club—it's highest
funded recreational sport—$26,000
for this year, according to Nelsen.
"I think we are very lucky," Shaw
said, "and our clubs are very well supported by Seatde U."
Lindbeck was shocked—and
admittedly a bit jealous—to hear of
Rec Sports well-funded programs.
She has just $65,000 for her entire
department, including her and one
other employee's salary.
But, in reality, no other club receives the funding that crew does.
For example, women's club soccer
received less than $2,500 this year.
"No club spends a lot except for
crew," Shaw said, noting different

clubs have varying needs.
Nelsen explained that the club
spends the funds on coaches' salaries and renting boat house space.
The rest of the expenses—travel,
food, equipment and regatta entry
fees—are all covered by fundraising
and $ 100 a quarter membership dues
from everybody.
"It's an inherently expensive
sport," Nelsen added, "and we run
on an incredibly

tight budget."

Nelsen aspires to be able to rely
very little on university funding in
future years. Currendy the club frequents Safeco during events, selling
concessions to raise money.
"We'd like our clubs to fundraise a little more for themselves,"
Shaw said.
Community service work will
also be taken into consideration under the new system.
While it might mean more oversight ofclubs, it's a move, Shaw said,
that should result in a little more
fiscal responsibility.
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu
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editorial
In an interview for an article which ran in the April 16 issue
of The Spectator, Dean of the Albers School of Business and
Economics, Joe Phillips, stated that if he were a student that

looking to get a job after graduation, he'd be a business
major. Now, more than ever, that statement reigns true with
the addendum of being a business student in the Albers School
of Business and Economics.
On May 20, President George W. Bush awarded the
Presidents "E" award for excellence in export services to 19
organizations, including Seattle University. It is one of only a
few universities to ever receive the award, and stands as the only
university in the Pacific Northwest to be so honored.
Since 1961 the federal government has granted the "E" award
to companies and organizations that have significandy contributed to the expansion of export trade in the U.S. The Seattle
U Education for Global Executives Program, or EDGE, was
commended for its participation in overseas and export market
expansion. The program gives graduate business students the
opportunity to work with companies like Boeing, Microsoft,
Starbucks, Weyerhauser and Costco, and apply theory to reallife business practices.
The Spectator editorial board congratulates the Albers School
not only for this achievement, but for continually setting the
standard of excellence at Seattle University. The business school
surpasses others in its constant dialogue with the greater outside
community—the Executive Speaker Series provides an excellent opportunity to listen to remarkable business leaders and
engage them in inspirational conversations. The college also
diligently instills components of social justice essential to the
mission and education presented at Seattle University through
its integration of capstone courses with the surrounding local
was
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community, opportunities for volunteer service, and its con-

emphasis on highlighting and educating students in the
classroom about worldly events, morally just decision making
and leadership.
Albers students are continually asked to think critically about
the world around them and are held to an elevated level of
integrity. Standards of business ethics at Seattle University are
comparably higher than at business schools of peer institutions—Seatde U is the only university in its league that requires
multiple business ethics classes in order to graduate. Themes
of social justice are not forgotten in the business world, Seattle
U professors maintain—they're integral. Seattle U hopes to
prepare future world leaders for a successful, yet compassionate
and empathetic career in a business world already swamped
with corruption.
Luckily, there is a real world example for the type of business
leaders that Seattle University hopes to educate. Leo Hindery,
Jr. graduated from Seattle U with a degree in economics in
1969. After acting as the Chief Executive Officer of AT&T
Broadband, he committed the majority of his time to philanthropy and politics. He donated money to his alma maters
Bellarmine Preparatory School in Tacoma, Wash, and Seattle
University. Beyond that, he was the Senior Economic Advisor
to John Edwards and now acts as an economics advisor to
Barack Obama. In 2005, Hindery published, "It Takes a CEO:
It's Time to Lead with Integrity" which lambasted the abuse of
power prevalent in the top positions of American businesses.
As students go into the world as professionals, hopefully
their ethical foundation molded by Seattle U will go forth into
the world and be morally responsible, kind individuals better
prepared to be leaders for a just and humane world.
stant
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Anticipatory party control exploits students
Nicholas Lollini

Editor-in-Chief
Every childhood would not be

complete without the distant memory of babysitters, those patient but
authoritative individuals who would
us entertained
while at the same time ensuring
that we would be safe. Though the
memory of babysitters should not
be forgotten, lest we lose part ofour
developmental childhood, they are
not something that students at a
university level need to embrace.
Yet this coddling/authoritative essence is what the Seattle University

spend hours keeping

administration has begun to utilize
by pre-emptively battling against
potential violations of the student
code ofconduct.
Recendy, it has come to the attention of editors at The Spectator that
members of the Seattle University

administration, namely individuals
working under the dean ofstudents,
have approached students living off
campus, flexing theirauthority in a
pre-emptive fashion.
Several students have asserted
that Seattle University adminishave contacted hosts of
student gatherings, demanding

trators

students

cancel any planned
may be in violation of
the Seattle University code of conduct. Students claim, and provide
evidence through email correspondence, that Seattle University administrators are using Facebook as
a medium of identifying potential
parties that may be taking place off
campus, and involving students.
to

events which

It is the responsibility
of the institution to

provide a [...] fulfilling
academic experience.
Seattle University asserting itself
to protect the interests of its students, image and relationship with
the community in and of itself is
not

unprecedented. Under condi-

tions where the safety of specific
individuals may be at risk, the institution has in the past pre-emptively
intervened to stave off potential
harm to students and to preserve
the reputation of the university.
Whether or not this is a course of

action that should be undertaken
is a matter that is open for debate,
however, it is something that Seattle
University has set a precedent for
in the past and in certain circumstances university intervention is
appropriate. Seattle University has
the right and a responsibility to intervene if students are participating in activities that could cause
bodily harm.
What is increasingly concerning is that there appears to be
evidence that the members within
the administration are monitoring
student networking sites such as
Facebook and MySpace, and are
doing so in a rouge fashion. The
university has previously explicitly
stated that administrators do not
monitor students via the internet,
however, recent evidence points to
the contrary.
It is the responsibility of the institution to provide an integrated
and fulfilling academic experience,
not to arbitrarily seek out and expose individuals who choose to
spend their off-campus time in a
fashion that the university does not
hold in high regard. Should unacceptable actions take place, and
should authorities and members of

the Seattle University judicial sysbe made aware of said events
and actions, there remains a viable
set of consequences for which the
student code of conduct provides
ample means ofretribution.
tem

The code of conduct
is not a preemptive

tool, it is a reactionary
instrument.
The code ofconduct should exist so that there is available recourse
against behavior deemed unacceptable on the part of members of the
Seattle University community, it
should not exist to interfere with
students and faculty's right to assemble and interact with whom,
when and where they wish. The
code ofconduct is not a pre-emptive
tool, it is a reactionary instrument;
it should be treated and employed
as such.

Nicholas can be reached at
lollinin@seattleu.edu
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Even police officers make mistakes sometimes
Sean Towey
Opinion Editor

Finally, someone stuck it to the
man in Seattle. More specifically,
the people stuck it to the Seattle
Police Department. The Seattle

Post-Intelligencer reported Tuesday
that Romelle Bradford, a 22-year old
volunteer at the Rainier Vista Boys
& Girls
Club, won a civil lawsuit
against the SPD worth $268,000
and attorney fees.
A nine-person jury found that
Officer Jacob Briskey wrongfully arrested and used excessive force when
he arrested Bradford, and thatsupervising Sgt. Eric Zerr had no reason
to jail the young man. According to
the Seattle P-I, this is the first police
misconduct lawsuit Seattle has lost
in over a decade.
My first inclination was to start
screaming "F*** the Police" from my

balcony, but I quickly realized that
wouldn't come close to touching on
the importance of this case.
Though I applaud the justice
system for serving its purpose, the
fact that this hasn't happened in
over ten years shows that the Seattle
Police Department covers up much
more of these cases than ever make
it to the public eye. The numbers
say it all.
In 2007 alone there were 43,485
crimes committed in Seattle. That's
quite a workload for the Seattle
Police Department's 1,250 officers.
Though the vast majority of those
crimes were most likely minor and
easily solved, 34.8 crimes for per
officer per year provides a serious
strain on resources. This might help
to explain the nation-wide search for
officers the department has been
putting on.
Therefore, it's only logical that

Seattle police officers are making
more than one mistake every 10
years. These numbers prove to me
that the Seattle Police Department
is covering up as many mistakes as
they can. There must be a lot of
people a lot less lucky than Romelle
Bradford struggling to find a job to
pay off their fines and court fees.
As is the case with journalists and
teachers as well as police officers,
these high-work load, high-intensity
jobs pay relatively little considering
they are expected to preserve the
First Amendment, educate the next
generation and "protect and serve"
the people. I continually misspell
words, the occasional headline and
make numerous othermistakes and
I began working for newspapers at
age 16.Teachers get their facts mixed
up. And yes, police officers occasionally arrest the wrong person for the
wrong reasons.

The difference is that journalists
print corrections and teachers are
corrected by their precocious students. However, for some reason,
the police department feels a need to
cling to some claim of infallibility.

The [SPD] feels a
need to cling to some
claim of infallibility.
The Seatde Police Department's
slogan should be, "Admitting When
You'reWrong is a Sign ofWeakness."
That motto fits the department a lot
better than "Protect and Serve."
I would hope that the people
would accept the mistakes of the

police department, as they indulge
the various mistakes that media

What's happened to reality? TV, that is
Clara Ganey
Staff Photographer
I was successfully avoiding my
homework the other day by spending some quality time in front of
my extravagant 12-inch TV and I
realized I hate reality shows nowadays, or what they seem to think
qualifies as such. I will admit that
reality TV is an oxymoron and not
really reality, but it used to be so
darn entertaining.
But watching washed up or wannabe celebrities whore themselves
out for "true love" is not. I fail to
see the entertainment in shows like
"A Shot ofLove with Tila Tequila"
or "Rock of Love" with the guy
from that '80s glam rock band that
no one remembers.
But, trying not to be judgmental, I gave "Rock ofLove" a chance.
I could barely make it though the
first 15 minutes. The episode I saw
consisted ofBret Michaels [the lead
singer of Poison] having a group
of anorexic girls playing football

while he sprayed them with water.
So basically it was just a huge mudwrestling match. He then chose an
MVP of the game, who won a date
with him. The date ended up being Michaels buying this girl various slutty outfits and feeling her up
and shoving his tongue down her
throat. Why people degrade themselves on national cable television is
beyond me, but what confuses me
more is why these shows are still on.
How is this entertainment?
Even the quality reality shows
have gone downhill. "Survivor" has
been on for a total of 16 seasons.
And even though this season was
probably one of its best it is only
because they changed so much.
Previous seasons haven't been
sub-par because everything seems
to be the same. It's the same type
of people and they have the same
type of drama. "Project Runway,"
"America's Next Top Model," "The
Real World," and "Top Chef" are
the exact same show every season.
So why do we keep watching? Is

it because we'd rather live vicari-

ously through others than live our
own life? Or do we enjoy judging people for their actions and
feeling superior?
I am no better than the average American who watches these
shows. I admit when I'm bored
or have nothing else to do but
my homework, I'll turn on the
television and watch a marathon
of "America's Next Top Model."
I once wasted an entire day
watching the first season of"Flavor
ofLove."
What makes this whole thing
worse is that people can actually
make a living as reality television
stars because we are willing to
watch the excuses ofshows they put
on. Members of"The Real World"
get paid to visit bars. Other reality
stars either go back to the show they
originally participated in or join
another one. "America's Next Top
Model" original winner Adrianne
Curry went on to participate in two
other reality shows, "The Surreal

met her now husband Christopher Knight, formerly
known as Peter Brady from "The
Brady Show." They also starred in
their own show "My Fair Brady"
that documented their relationship.
Otherreality stars try to make it big
in Hollywood. "Hills" stars Heidi
Montag, her boyfriend Spencer
Pratt and Lauren Conrad all have
received a gross amount of publicity for their show, which consists
of "documenting" their lives. But
the whole show is made up of
rich, spoiled and inebriated 20
year olds fighting over who called
who a slut.
So, I guess what it comes down
to is our ability to say no more. Join
me by refusing to watch "A Shotof
Love with Tila Tequila V" or whatever season they're on and other
crappy reality shows. But honestly,
I think I'll probably last until the
next season of"Survivor."

Students
are not

Seattle University
strangers to the idea of
at

"diversity."
The term goes hand in hand
with the mission of this institution. We are encouraged to live
our lives with the idea that we are
helping to create a just and humane
world. One of the ways to do so is to
encourage diversity.
That's why it seems puzzling
how often students and faculty alike
stray from this idea.
Diversity does not entail terms.
It is all-encompassing. Yet, too often, we forget this.
We will persecute those who
don't share the same ideas on diversity or who stray from the definition
we have created for ourselves. We
have then created two categories:
Those who live a diverse life the
right way and those who do it the
wrong way.

The First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution affords citizens of
this nation a guarantee of diversity
by agreeing speech and expression
shall be free. But on a dailybasis, we
act completely against this.
If someone exhibits ideas we see
as backward or ignorant, we act to
silence that speech in the name of

diversity.
Diverse thought means all
thought. Not just accepted
thought.
With diversity comes the responsibility of being able to deal
with dissenting or unpopular views.
But those who continually aim to
shut down these views do so by
claiming it a victory for a just and
humane world, in the name of a
diverse nation.
How are we diverse when
we limit what people can say or
think?
I'm sure we would alllove to live
in an 'ideal' society where everyone
agreed and no one hated anyone.

This isn't happening.
Seattle University is in grave
danger of graduating students who
think of social justice in the wrong
terms. We cannot achieve justice
and diversity by simply shutting
down unpopular ideas. If someone
exhibits poor decision-making, then
it is our job to examine why that
decision was wrong and work to
examine what feeds that ignorance,
not stamp a "forbidden" sticker on
the situation.
What we are teaching students is
that the idea of diversity comes with
a rule book. It doesn't. Our idea of
acceptable terms is inevitably different than someone else's. But instead
of celebrating the fact that we can
both have those dissenting views,
we instead label one as "OK" and
the other as "absolutely unacceptable under any terms."
This is not discourse, this is not
diversity, this is policing. When you
police the opinions, actions and
thoughts of private individuals in

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Life" where she

Clara can be reached at
ganeyc@seattleu.edu

In the name of censorship, not diversity
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

outlets make. A green police officer
should not be punished too severely
for making the wrong arrest in a
tense situation in an area that tends
to be relatively hostile to police officers. It's a part of the job and it's a
part of life.
What should not stand is the
Seattle Police Department spending
tax money to hire expensive lawyers
to protect them from having to admit to making their own mistakes.
Bradford's case should never have
reached the height that it did, and
the lawyers representing the SPD are
quoted as saying they plan to look
at appealing the verdict.
The Seattle Police Department
may have beaten the odds, but they
will no longer be able to beat the people without proper repercussions.

this country, you are doing the same
thing you are supposedly fighting
against. The only difference is you
give it a nice name.
Suppressing ignorant or unpopular speech is still suppression.
As a school, as a city, as a state, as
a country, it is our responsibility to
root out ignorant thought through
education, not censorship.
If you choose to censor, at least
call it what it is. But you hurt the
very essence of what you claim to
be protecting when you do so in the
name of diversity.
Mike can be reached at
baldl 799@seattleu.edu

Dear Editor,
Don't wait for Sheryl Crow
to count out your allotment
of toilet paper squares or dig
through your garbage to sort it
for recycling.
There's a better way to do
your part for the environment.
You can cut the amount of print
lab paper you use in half just by
choosing to use double-sided
printing. It's easy: when the
print window comes up, just
click "properties" and choose
"double-sided print". Just like
that, in mere seconds your tenpage research paper has only
used five sheets of paper.
You may be wondering why
you should care about saving
paper, isn't print lab paper free?
Consider this: Paper accounts
for more than half ofall municipal solid waste, more commonly
known as "trash." Anything we
can do to save paper will help
reduce the amount of trash going into landfills, and it will also
reduce energy use and pollution
associated with manufacturing,
transporting, and recycling new
paper products. Further, print
lab paper is not free, your tuition simply reflects how much
paper was used by the students
who came before you, and tuition was adjusted accordingly.
And of course, when we save
paper, we reduce the need to
cut down more trees to make
new paper.
No one is trying to enforce
a radical change to your entire
lifestyle, but if you can cut the
amount of paper you use in
half with two mouse-clicks,
why not?

Ben Abraham

The article "Professor arrested on sex charges" in last week's paper should
have listed the date of Andrew Franz's arrest as Friday, May 9. Franz also

campaigned for a seat in the Washington State legislature in 2006, not 2007.
The photo of Tony Nugent, in last week's Spectator, was inaccurately attributed
to Clara Ganey. The photo should be credited to Jessica Ishmaei.

public
safty

lastlooks

reports

'08 Quadstock mixes fun and sun at SU
A student reported to Public
Safety that a non-affiliateasked
for her belongings while holding
a broken bottle. The student said
she threw her bag on the ground
and ran to the Public Safety office. The Seattle Police Department and Public Safety searched
the area but the suspect was not

Fight Disturbance
May 17, 3:50 p.m.

fudents

reported to Public Safethat two males were fighting in
3 intersection of 12th Avenue
and Spring St. A student participant in the disturbance reported
an unknown male had thrown a
beer bottle at him. The student
refused to file a complaint. Public
Safety advised the Seattle Police
Department of the incident and
second person's description.
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Medical Assist
May 17, 4:10 p.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle Fire
Department assisted an intoxicated male who fell trying to enter
the dunk tank. During the fall the
student punctured his leg on a
bolt located on the tank. The Seattle Fire Department transported
the student to a local hospital.
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Reckless Endangerment
May 17, 6:07 p.m.
Public Safety notified the Seattle
Police Department of bottles of
beer were being thrown out the
windows of an apartment and
into the city street amongst moving traffic.
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Last Saturday's Quadstock was, according
to SEAC, a success. Great weather and a
strong student turnout set this event apart
from years past. Attendees enjoyed sumo
wrestling, an inflatable race and a dunk tank
staffed by well-known SU faces (like Dan
from the Cave, on right). While there was no
beer garden at this year's event, free food,
reentry and new non-SU guest policies
boosted Quadstock attendance.

Off-Campus Parties
May 17,12:00p.m. 3:00 a.m.
-

The Seattle Police Department
received additional information
and complaints regarding parties through out the east and
south neighborhoods around
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Enhanced Safety Patrols
May 18,12:00 4:00 am.
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Public Safetyand theSeattle Police Department maintained enhanced safety patrols amongst
large numbers of intoxicated person's loitering outside three night
clubs and the service station at
12th and E Jefferson.
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